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Atomic Energy Education Society 
Term-1 Examination (2019-20) 

Max Marks:80  Class:-VII, Science Time:3hr 
     

General Instruction: All questions are compulsory. 

QI: - Fill in the blanks.         (1x10=10) 

1. Leaves have a green pigment called _______________. 

2. Amoeba captures its food with the help of_______________. 

3. The rearing of silkworms for obtaining silk is called_______________. 

4. ____________ is a measure of the degree of hotness of an object. 

5.  Full form of DNA is __________. 

6. ____________ protects us from the harmful UV rays which come from the sun. 

7. Rainfall is measuredby an instrument called______________. 

8. The warm air is _________ than the cold air. 

9.  The rotting dead matter in the soil is called _____________. 

10. The chemical name of baking soda is _____________. 

QII:- Choose the correct option for the questions given below:    (1x10=10) 

1. In which mode of living does two organisms live together and benefit from each other? 

a. Symbiosis  b. Parasitic  c. Saprophytic  d. Heterotrophic   

2.What is the total number of permanent teeth in an adult human being? 

a. 28       b.31            c.32                d. 20  

3. Identify the silk fibre : 

a. Tassar     b.  Denim       c) Mooga    d) Both a and c. 

4.  Ventilation in rooms occur due to: 

a) Conduction   b) Convection   c) Radiation    d) All of these 

5. Red litmus turns blue in the presence of: 



a) An acid     b) A base    c) A salt     d)  Water 

6. The colour of Iron sulphate solution is : 

a) Blue  b) Red   c) Pink   d)  Green 

7. A carnivore with stripes on its body moves very fast while catching its prey.It is likely to be found in:- 

a)  Deserts    b) Polar regions  c) Tropical rain forests  d) Oceans. 

8. Which of the following is the central area of a cyclone?

a) Core   b) Eye    c) Mid-point  d) None of these 

9. Humus makes the soil: 

a) Dark   b) Fertile   c) Porous    d) All of these 

10. Which of the following ways will help to prevent soil erosion? 

a) Keeping the land barren            b) Cutting trees 

b) Afforestation                              d) Addingfertilsers to soil . 

QIII:- Answer the following in one or two sentences.              (8X2=16) 

1. Distinguish between a parasite and a saprotrophs? 

2. What are villi? What is their function? 

3. Why are nitrogenous fertilizers not added to the soil in which leguminous plants grow? 

4. Why a cotton garment can‘t keep us warm in winter as a woolen sweater does? 

5. Describeneutralization reaction with the help of an example. 

6. How would you test the presence the starch in leaves? 

7. What are indicators? Give two examples. 

8. Name the acid present in :- 

(a) Amla 

(b) Vinegar 

(c) Ant‘s sting 

(d) Curd 

QIV:-Answer the following three to four sentences:-             (8X3=24) 

1. (i) In the process of digestion in animals, what happens to food in:- 

(a) Mouth   (b) Small Intestine. 

(ii)What is the role of hydrochloric acid in the stomach? 

2. Rama lives near sea shore. He observes a brown flaky substance on his iron gate.  

(a) Name the brown flaky substance formed on the gate. 

(b) Write the chemical reaction that takes place in above process. 

(c) Write one way by which the above process can be prevented. 

3. Identify the type of change (chemical/physical) that takes place in the following:-. 

(a) Respiration in animal 

(b) Evaporation of water 

(c) Burning of paper 

(d) Melting of wax 

(e) Photosynthesis 

(f) Beating aluminum to make aluminum 

foil. 
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4. Write a short note on cyclone. 

5. Write three adaptive features found in a penguin. 

6. List at least three precautions that should be taken while using a laboratory thermometer. 

7. Tanvee conducted an experiment in the field, related to the rate of percolation. She observed that it 

took 40 min. for 200 ml of water to percolate through soil sample. 

(a) Calculate the rate of percolation.       (2) 

(b) Which soil has the highest rate of percolation?     (1) 

8. What is acid rain? How it is formed? Write down its effects.    

 Q V:- Answer the following in five to seven sentences..              (4X5=20) 

1. Explain the phenomena of land & sea breeze, along with the diagram.  (5) 

2. (i) Indicate the type of climate of the following areas:-    (2) 

(a) Jammu & Kashmir 

(b) Rajasthan 

(c) Kerala 

(d) North east India 

(ii) Draw the neat & labeled diagram of human digestive system.   (3) 

3. Briefly explain the soil profile. Draw a diagram to illustrate your answer.  (5) 

4. Write the steps involved in the process of obtaining silk fibre from a cocoon. (5) 
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